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LATERALLY NORM CONVERGENCE AND COMPACT
ORTHOGONALLY ADDITIVE OPERATORS ON
BANACH LATTICES
ZHANGJUN WANG, ZILI CHEN, AND JINXI CHEN
Abstract. We introduce some new convergence in Banach lat-
tice, and study the compact orthogonally additive operators on
Banach lattices.
1. Introduction
Let E be a vector lattice. A net (xα)α∈A in E is order converges
to an element x ∈ E(notation xα
o
−→ x) if there exists a net (yβ) ↓ 0
and |xα − x| ≤ yβ for all α ∈ A satisfying α ≥ α0 for some α0 ∈ A.
Two elements x, y of the vector lattice E are called disjoint (notation
x ⊥ y), if |x|∧|y| = 0. The equality z = x⊔y means that z = x+y and
x ⊥ y. An element y of E is called a fragment of an element x ∈ E(in
another terminology, a component), if y ⊥ (x−y). The notation y ⊑ x
means y is a fragment of x. The set of all fragments of the element
x ∈ E is denoted by Fx.
2. laterally norm convergence
Lemma 2.1. ([4, lemma 2.1]) Let E be a Riesz space. Then the binary
relation ⊑ is a partial order on E.
Lemma 2.2. ([4, lemma 2.3]) Let E be a Riesz space and x, y ∈ E.
Then x ⊑ y if and only if x+ ⊑ y+ and x− ⊑ y−.
Let A be a subset of vector lattice E. A net (xα) ⊂ A laterally
converges to x ∈ E if xα ⊑ xβ ⊑ x for all indices α < β and xα
o
−→ x.
In this case we write xα
lat
−→ x. For positive elements xα, x the condition
xα
lat
−→ x means that xα ⊑ x and xα ↑ x.
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Proposition 2.3. For a σ-Dedekind complete Riesz space E, and xn is
a order bounded disjoint sequence in E, we have yn =
∑n
1
xi
lat
−→
∑
∞
1
xi
Proof. Since E is σ-Dedekind complete, then for every order bounded
disjoint sequence in E has supremum, so
∑n
1
xi
o
−→
∑
∞
1
xi, and since
(xn) is disjoint sequence, so we have
∑n
1
xi ⊑
∑m
1
xi,when n < m, so
yn =
∑n
1
xi
lat
−→
∑
∞
1
xi. 
Theorem 2.4. For Riesz space E xα
lat
−→ x in E if and only if xα
lat
−→ x
in Eδ.
Proof. By [3,proposition 1.5], we have the conclusion. 
Definition 2.5. A net (xα) in Banach lattice E is laterally norm con-
vergence to x ∈ E, if xα ⊑ xβ ⊑ x for all indices α < β and xα → 0.
In this case we write xα
latn
−−→ x.
Definition 2.6. A net (xα) in Banach lattice E is laterally weak con-
vergence to x ∈ E, if xα ⊑ xβ ⊑ x for all indices α < β and xα
w
−→ 0.
In this case we write xα
latw
−−→ x.
A net (x
′
α) in the dual of Banach lattice E is laterally weak star
convergence to x
′
∈ E, if x
′
α ⊑ x
′
β ⊑ x for all indices α < β and
x
′
α
w∗
−→ x
′
. In this case we write x
′
α
latw
−−→ x
′
.
Lemma 2.7. In a Banach lattice with order continuous norm, the lat-
convergence implies latn-convergence.
Theorem 2.8. For a σ-Dedekind complete Banach lattice, the follow-
ing are equivalent:
(1): E is order continuous;
(2): lat-convergence implies latn-convergence;
(3): every order bounded disjoint sequence of E+ is convergent to
zero.
Proof. (1)⇒ (2): By lemma 2.7, we have the conclusion.
(2) ⇒ (3): According to propositon 2.3, we have yn =
∑n
1
xi
lat
−→
∑
∞
1
xi,so yn =
∑n
1
xi
latn
−−→
∑
∞
1
xi ,therefore, we have yn =
∑n
1
xi →∑
∞
1
xi. So xn → 0.
(3)⇒ (1): By [2, theorem 2.4.2], we have it. 
Theorem 2.9. For a Banach lattice E, it is a KB-space if and only if
norm bounded laterally Cauchy sequence laterally norm converges.
Proof. The forward implication is immediate. For the reverse implica-
tion, if E is not KB-space, then it contains a sublattice lattice isomor-
phic to c0. Since xn =
∑n
1
ei = (1, 1, ..., 1, 0, 0, ...) is norm bounded and
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laterally Cauchy sequence in c0 but it does not converges, so it is not
latn-convergence, we get the conclusion. 
Lemma 2.10. When Banach lattice E has Schur property , the latw-
convergence implies latn-convergence.
Lemma 2.11. For the Grothendick Banach lattice E, the latw-convergence
is equivalent to latw∗-convergence.
Problem 2.12. In which condition, the latn-convergence ,latw-convergence
and latw∗-convergence is topological.
3. Orthogonally additive compact operators
Definition 3.1. Let E be a Riesz space, and let F be a real vector
space.An operator T : E → F is called orthogonally additive if T (x +
y) = Tx+ Ty for every disjoint elements x, y ∈ E.
It is clear that T (0) = 0.The set of all continuous orthogonally addi-
tive operators is a real vector space with respect to the natural linear
operations, which denote OA(E, F ).
Definition 3.2. Let E and F be Riesz space. An orthogonally additive
operator T : E → F is said to be:
(1): positive if Tx ≥ 0 holds in F for all x ∈ E;
(2): order bounded if it maps order bounded sets in E to order
bounded sets in F ;
(3): laterally-to-order bounded, if the set T (Fx) is order bounded in
F for every x ∈ E.
Recall that the vector space of all order bounded orthogonally ad-
ditive operators from E to F is called the space of abstract Urysohn
operators and denoted by U(E, F )[4].
An orthogonally additive, laterally-to-order bounded operator T :
E → F is called a Popov operator[4]. Since Fx is an order bounded
set for every x ∈ E ,every abstract Urysohn operator T : E → F is a
Popov operator. The set of all Popov operators from E to F is denoted
by P(E, F ). The inclusion U(E, F ) ⊂ P(E, F ) is strict even in the
one-dimensional case.
Lemma 3.3. ([4, proposition 3.3]) Let E,F be Riesz space. Then every
positive orthogonally additive operator T : E → F is a Popov operator.
Lemma 3.4. Let E,F be Riesz space. The modulus of orthogonally
additive operator T : E → F is
|T |(x) = sup{Ty : |y| ⊑ x}
holds for all x ∈ E.
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Proposition 3.5. ([4, theorem 3.6]) Let E and F be Riesz space with F
Dedekind complete. Then P(E, F ) is a Dedekind complete Riesz space.
Moreover, for all S, T ∈ P(E, F ) and x ∈ Ethe following relations
hold:
(1): (T ∨ S)(x) := sup{Ty + Sz : x = y ⊔ z};
(2): (T ∧ S)(x) := inf{Ty + Sz : x = y ⊔ z};
(3): T+(x) := sup{Ty : y ⊑ x};
(4): T−(x) := −inf{Ty : y ⊑ x};
(5): |Tx| ≤ T |x|.
Definition 3.6. Let E be a Banach lattice, and let F be a Banach
space.An operator T : E → F is called compact orthogonally additive
if T maps closed unit ball in E to relatively compact subset in F , T
is orthogonally additive operator and denoted by OAK(E, F ).
Proposition 3.7. For Banach lattice E, F and Banach space G we
have the following:
(1): OAK(E, F ) is a norm closed vector subspace of OA(E, F ).
(2): If E
S
−→ F
T
−→ G are continuous orthogonally additive opera-
tors and either E or T is compact, then TS is a compact orthogonally
additive operator.
Proof. (1): The linear operation is obviously. Assume S is in the
norm closure of OAK(E, F ), then we have ‖S − T‖ < ǫ for some
T ∈ OAK(E, F ). So we have S(U) ⊂ T (U) + ǫV , U, V are closed unit
balls of E and F . Obviously, S ∈ OAK(E, F ).
(2): Since continuous operator maps norm total bounded subset to
norm total bounded subset, so it is obviously. 
Proposition 3.8. A coutinuous orthogonally additive operator T :
E → F is compact if and only if its adjoint T
′
: F
′
→ E
′
is a compact
operators.
Proof. The proof is similarily to [1, theorem 5.2]. 
Problem 3.9. Continuous orthogonally additive operator is bounded
orthogonally additive opearator , the opposite?
Problem 3.10. When the compact orthogonally additive operator has
modulus .
When the modulus of compact orthogonally additive operator is com-
pact.
Theorem 3.11. Let T : E → F be a compact orthogonally additive
operator from a Banach lattice to an AM-space, then the modulus of T
exists and is a compact operator.
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Proof. If x ∈ E, then T [−|x|.|x|] is norm totally bounded in F . Since
|T |(x) = sup{Ty : |y| ⊑ x} ⊂ supT ([−|x|, |x|] ∩ Fx) ⊂ supT [−|x|, |x|]
, according to [1, theorem 4.30], we have the modulus of T exists.
The proof of the modulus of T is compact is similarily to [1, theorem
5.7]. 
Problem 3.12. In this case, Which norm the vector space of all com-
pact orthogonally additive operators under it, such that, it is a Banach
lattice.
Problem 3.13. In which condition, it has dominated property.
Theorem 3.14. Every finite rank orthogonally additive operator has a
compact modulus.
Proof. According to theorem 3.11, we have the result. 
Definition 3.15. A Banach lattice E has the orthogonally additive
(positive) approximation property if for every Banach lattice F , the set
of (positive) finite-rank members of OA(F,E) is dense in OAK+(F,E).
Problem 3.16. For Banach lattice E, is this conclusion valid? The
Banach lattice E has orthogonally additive (positive) approximation
property if and only if the identity operator on E can be uniformly
approximated on compact subsets of E by continuous finite-rank or-
thogonally additive operators.
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